
INTACT MOBILE SECURITY
The best mobile endpoint protection platform 

for running secure operations.

Hardened Device
Fully trusted devices with built-in 

security running on reliable bootloader 
and drivers  

Performance Assurance 
Built –in remote control technology    
enables remediation & productivity

Custom-Built OS
Purpose-built privacy by custom

OS with security-rich kernel 
enhancements

Command & Control
Fused central governance with unique 

security measures to control, track, 
monitor and alert against cyber threats 

Encrypted Communications
Encrypted voice and messaging,    

push-to-talk & secured attachments 
on any Android™ or iOS device

Mobile Threat Defense
Diverse powerful suite of security tools 

including threat detection,  
antimalware and network monitoring

COMPONENTS

SMARTLY SECURE  MOBIL ITY

www.intactphone.com
www.communitake.com

Best-of-all-worlds security solution: 

Fends off voice and data interception

Protects against IMSI Catchers

Locks-out physical data extraction

Eliminates Trojan & Malware injection

Blocks Wi-Fi & network MITM attacks

Dismantles malicious apps threats Deploys locked-down network

Protects against careless use

INTACTPHONE ARCANE INTACTPHONE BOND 

INTACT_IOT INTACTNET

On-premises safe mobilitySecure IoT-grade terminal

Affordable mobile privacy Best mobile security  



Reliable hardware; locked bootloader; official drivers & verified integrity;

Purpose-built operating system with no Google services;

OS-fused defense controls across devices;

Encrypted communication;

Trusted Execution Environment;

Multi-layered threat intelligence;

Remote control technology.

Employ Trusted Technology

Security By Your Needs

Deployment

Cloud service On-premises

Cloud service aligned with IT enterprise 
mobility goals.

On-premises environment to maximize 
enterprise security.

A single console unifies management of all mobile endpoints

Device BYOD

Protect mobile communications and 
data with the highest security level 
based on purpose-built Android-like 
device.

Manage diverse fleet of Android and 
iOS devices via central console 
enriched with mobile threat defense, 
and encrypted communications.

Secure voice, messaging, and conferencing; 

Easy to use, scalable, and cost-effective; 

End-to-end encryption between IntactPhone devices and apps; 

Midway-secure communication for protected calls with regular phones; 

Advanced encryption technologies: ZRTP; SRTP; TLS; AES 256; SHA-384;

Secure SIM card protects against network derived cyberattacks;

Anti-eavesdropping controls;

Persistent VPN; a virtual phone number.

Securely Communicate

Need a custom-built device project? 

CommuniTake professional software and 

hardware R&D services team can deliver 

devices with preferred tech specification, 

purpose-built operating system, selected 

encryption technology, tailored 

functionality features, and hardened 

Samsung devices via Knox technology. 


